Independent Girls’
Education Day and
Boarding 11-18
Roedean is an extraordinary school –
the girls play cricket and hockey with
the sea’s blue behind them and the
green of the South Downs in front
of them, the Maths and Humanities
classrooms have perhaps the best
views of any in the country, and which
other boarding houses have been
likened to a boutique hotel? But it is
not just the location, but the strong
academic focus with a genuine belief
in the importance of creativity and
an all-round education that makes
Roedean unique. This is an exciting
time for Roedean – we are delighted
that the girls consistently achieve
excellent academic results, with

57% A*-A grades at A Level last year,
including 22.4% A*, and the majority
of GCSE grades were awarded Grades
9-8, and nearly one third were Grade
9. The DfE’s latest league-tables
based on A Level success in facilitating
subjects therefore placed Roedean
as the top girls’ school and second of
all schools in Sussex. These academic
successes underline the findings of our
exceptional 2016 ISI Inspection report
which judged Roedean to be ‘excellent
in every category’ – the school is
certainly ‘going places’ (Good Schools’
Guide), and where it will be in a few
short years is an exciting prospect.

Why Teach
at Roedean?
At Roedean, we are seeking talented and dedicated members
of staff with a passion for their subject and for education per se;
they will be teachers who are experts in their subjects and will
challenge the girls to think for themselves and become independent
in their learning. We are looking for quality and enthusiasm, and
a desire to spark the girls’ intellectual curiosity and watch them
grab whatever they discover and run with it. Our aim is for the
students to become life-long learners and leaders, always keen to
undertake new challenges and learn from their experiences, and
Roedean has the same wish for its staff; the school is happy to
provide support and training to facilitate professional development
if needed. Teachers at Roedean enjoy working as part of a team,
prioritising the girls’ interests, and giving them support and space
to develop their talents and interests. The staff enjoy strong and
meaningful relationships with the girls, characterised by mutual
trust and respect, and this was highlighted in our outstanding ISI
Inspection report from March 2016. If you are passionate about
getting the best out of every single girl, and watching them grow
into independent and resourceful young women, a job at Roedean
is for you.

Roedeans’s Ethos
Founded in 1885 by three sisters to provide ‘a thorough, physical,
intellectual and moral’ education with ‘as much liberty as is
consistent with safety’, the school has always broken the mould.
Today, Roedean is determined to empower the girls to challenge
themselves to realise their considerable potential; they are given
the opportunity to grow up at their own pace, not constrained by
finite expectations, and they have the freedom to develop their
talents and passions. Roedean’s ethos is clearly focused on the
remarkable benefits of a holistic approach to education, in which
academic pursuits are complemented by a wide range of cocurricular activities, and the founding Lawrence sisters would be
delighted with their legacy today. With over sixty activities on offer
every week, the girls enjoy sea-swimming (we have a team in the
2020 Cross-Channel Relay), international travel awards, Astronomy
Club, a farm on the school site, the annual House Drama Festival,
and our flood-lit all-weather pitch. Roedean girls excel in a range
of sports (the 2017 cohort includes two national champions, in
athletics, and street dance, and one world champion in karate),
many musicians play beyond Grade 8 level, and two girls last year
achieved RAD Advanced 2 in ballet – all such activities have their
own intrinsic value, but they also have huge benefits for the girls’
academic endeavours. At Roedean, there can be no doubt that the
girls’ rounded education ‘makes a considerable contribution to their
personal development’ (ISI, May 2016), and it is precisely this which
produces independent and creative young women who will make
their mark in the world. In the same way that Roedean encourages
the girls to pursue a variety of interests, we expect the staff to be
committed to the busy life of this boarding school; it is wonderful
when staff join the orchestra or play in the staff-student sports
fixtures, and the girls love it when members of staff congratulate
them on their role in the previous night’s play or the goal they
scored in the fixture at the weekend.

The School Today
Roedean now numbers 630 girls, nearly double the figure of 6 years
ago, the result of an annual growth of 15%, and it is enjoying
markedly increased interest, both from local families and from
those in London who are choosing to take advantage of the weekly
and flexi-boarding opportunities. There has been an enormous
growth in the number of pupils from Sussex and the UK, and there
are about 320 boarders in the school. Roedean brings together
students from over thirty-five countries around the world and those
who live very locally; these different cultures and experiences add
a great deal to the girls’ experience, particularly in our increasingly
globalised society, and the ISI Inspectors remarked that ‘the
cultural development of pupils is excellent’, and commented on the
‘mutual tolerance and respect’ which came from the integration
between pupils from different countries, and between the day girls
and those who board. Over 90% of the girls in the first three years
are now from the UK, and, in recent years, many local girls have had
the opportunity to join the Sixth Form from state schools nearby,
benefitting from the school’s Brighthelm Awards.
The wider Roedean Group of Schools now educates over 1000
students in the local area. Our partnership with St Mark’s Primary,
in the Whitehawk estate, is hugely rewarding for the pupils at
both schools – there are over 20 joint weekly activities, and last
year we fund-raised and built a Library on their site from scratch.
Furthermore, the Roedean Academy, a programme of academic
enrichment which takes place every Spring term, brings together
academically gifted and engaged students from four local schools
in the maintained sector with those at Roedean, to challenge their
academic expectations and broaden their horizons.

Campus and Facilities
Roedean is located on a beautiful 45-acre campus, and owns a
further 75 acres of land adjacent to the site. It is the only school in
the UK to be set within a National Park and on a coastline, as well as
being in the boundaries of a vibrant city. The Grade II listed main
building and Keswick House were designed by the leading Victorian
architect and Roedean parent, Sir John Simpson, who also designed
the original Wembley stadium. The main building incorporates the
four main boarding houses, the dining rooms, the Library, and the
teaching and administration spaces. Later additions include the
Chapel, Science Laboratories, the Theatre and dance studios, the
Music wing, Keswick House and Lawrence House. We also have an
indoor swimming pool, a Sports Hall, which includes a multi-gym,
and numerous playing fields to the front and side of the school.
The School recently completed a £10 million modernisation of the
five boarding houses, which includes the significant and sensitive
redesign of almost 300 bedrooms, communal spaces, and private
study areas for both boarding and day girls, and both Tatler and the
Sunday Times drew close comparisons with the accommodation
in high-end hotels. With a £1½ million refurbishment of the Sixth
Form facilities over the last year, a small farm on site which opened
in September 2016 with sheep, chickens, and pygmy goats,
and a new all-weather flood-lit pitch at the heart of the School,
Roedean certainly has wonderful facilities and buildings. A Library
refurbishment, from March 2020, promises to deliver outstanding
study, research, and exhibition space within the School’s original
school hall, further enhancing Roedean’s academic provision. We
are also at the early planning stages for a Performing Arts complex,
including a refurbishment of our 320-seater Theatre.

The Whole School
Roedean has a special and dynamic atmosphere,
which combines the tradition and heritage of
a school for girls founded over 130 years ago
with dynamic teaching and impressive
accommodation and facilities;
the girls are confident and happy,
and they are given every opportunity
to succeed. With its stunning position on the cliffs
overlooking the English Channel to the east of Brighton,
a Roedean education truly is a fantastic experience.

